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The Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1 (MRN) complex is a dynamic macromolecular machine that acts in the ﬁrst steps
of DNA double strand break repair, and each of its components has intrinsic dynamics and ﬂexibility
properties that are directly linked with their functions. As a result, deciphering the functional structural
biology of the MRN complex is driving novel and integrated technologies to deﬁne the dynamic struc-
tural biology of protein machinery interacting with DNA. Rad50 promotes dramatic long-range allostery
through its coiled-coil and zinc-hook domains. Its ATPase activity drives dynamic transitions between
monomeric and dimeric forms that can be modulated with mutants modifying the ATPase rate to control
end joining versus resection activities. The biological functions of Mre11's dual endo- and exonuclease
activities in repair pathway choice were enigmatic until recently, when they were unveiled by the
development of speciﬁc nuclease inhibitors. Mre11 dimer ﬂexibility, which may be regulated in cells to
control MRN function, suggests new inhibitor design strategies for cancer intervention. Nbs1 has FHA
and BRCT domains to bind multiple interaction partners that further regulate MRN. One of them, CtIP,
modulates the Mre11 excision activity for homologous recombination repair. Overall, these combined
properties suggest novel therapeutic strategies. Furthermore, they collectively help to explain how MRN
regulates DNA repair pathway choice with implications for improving the design and analysis of cancer
clinical trials that employ DNA damaging agents or target the DNA damage response.
Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Contents
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DNA double strand break repair (DSBR) is a fascinating process
that involves a plethora of proteins in a complex choreography of
dynamic events in which the Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1 complex (MRN)
plays critical roles. Double strand breaks (DSB) are created by
exposure to ionizing radiation or chemicals, and by endogenous
cellular events, including DNA replication and V(D)J recombination.
For more than 40 years, scientists have strived to determine how
DSBRworks. By combining results piece by piece and by developing
newmethods, they are revealing the integrated mechanisms of this
crucial phenomenon. We know there are many other interacting
components for homologous recombination such as those that
promote homologous DNA pairing in meiotic recombination (Zhao
et al., 2014); however here we focus on the MRN complex, which
acts in the ﬁrst stages of DSBR.MRN has emerged as one of themain
protein complexes at multiple stages in the process, impacting
pathways for homologous recombination repair (HRR) and both
classical and alternative non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ)
(Hammel et al., 2011; Hopfner et al., 2002b; Shin et al., 2004; G. J.
Williams et al., 2014, 2010; Zha et al., 2009). It detects DSBs, tethers
the ends of the broken chromosomes, activates DNA damage
response pathways and nucleolytically processes the DNA ends. A
fascinating characteristic of MRN is that these diverse functions are
possible due to its ﬂexibility and dynamic properties that are ﬁnally
being unveiled.
In 2002 an article in Nature revealed multiple conformations of
the MR complex by electron microscopy (EM) (Hopfner et al.,
2002a) and in 2005 a second Nature article presented a video
captured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) of the MRN complex
interacting with DNA (Moreno-Herrero et al., 2005; Williams and
Tainer, 2005), allowing the implications of the dynamics and ﬂex-
ibility to be examined in the context of Mre11 and Rad50 crystal
structures. These papers opened the door for the scientiﬁc com-
munity to visualize MRN in its dynamic splendor. In the solution
AFM video, the long coiled-coils of Rad50 are moving between two
different states upon DNA binding. In their DNA-bound form, the
two 500 Å-long coiled-coils of an MRN dimer seem to be straight
and rigid. When the complex leaves the DNA, the coiled-coils adopt
a relaxed, bent position, similar to what is seen by EM (de Jager
et al., 2001). These observations revealed that the complex is
highly dynamic over a large spatial area.
In the last 10 years, tremendous efforts have been done to better
understand the dynamic nature of MRN, its structure and its
cellular functions. Indeed, MRN has diverse and critical functions:
DSB detection, DNA end tethering, ATM activation, DNA end pro-
cessing and replication fork protection or resection (reviewed in
(Paull and Deshpande, 2014; Schiller et al., 2014; Symington, 2014;
Williams et al., 2010)). The emerging picture is that MRN uses
ﬂexible and dynamic structures to integrate its ATPase and nuclease
enzymatic activities with proteineprotein and protein-DNA in-
teractions to control biological outcomes at a DSB. To study dy-
namic Mre11-Rad50 complexes, we and other researchers in the
ﬁeld have used the power of optimal model systems including
hyperthermophiles (reviewed in Shin et al., 2014). Furthermore,
multiple and combined technologies have been employed, which
prompted the design of our synchrotron beamline to combine
crystallography and X-ray scattering (Classen et al., 2013). Indeed,the MRN complex has provided problem-driven development of
multiple biophysical metrics and methods, which is noted along
with the biological results.
In this review we cover the most recent conceptual advances
about MRN in the context of foundational results. We ﬁrst explore
the current models on its roles in different pathways. Then we
examine how the ﬂexibility and dynamics of MRN's components
and partners are linked with their function. Rad50 is capable of
long-range allostery and its activities are controlled by its ATPase
functions, which impacts the nucleolytic activities of Mre11. Mre11
sculpts dsDNA ends and ssDNA differently and inhibitors were
therefore able to separately block either endonuclease or exonu-
clease activities by blocking Mre11-mediated DNA conformational
changes. Also, Nbs1 and CtIP are responsible for important dynamic
proteineprotein interactions with the Nbs1 C-terminus helping to
connect MRN to ATM activation and signaling. Finally, there is
growing evidence that MRN can be targeted for cancer therapeutics
and knowing its dynamics andmolecular mechanism is thus crucial
for developing new therapeutic strategies. Overall, we aim to help
the reader appreciate the dynamic and structural aspects of MRN
functions. This knowledge includes growing evidence that struc-
tural dynamics can regulate repair pathway selectivity and control
biological outcomes. This appreciation of the MRN complex has
general biological implications, especially for the Rad50 ABC
ATPase superfamily (Hopfner and Tainer, 2003), for structure-
speciﬁc nucleases (Tsutakawa et al., 2014), and for phosphory-
lated protein binding by FHA and BRCT domains (Reinhardt and
Yaffe, 2013).2. Functional architecture of the MRN complex
The structure of the whole MRN complex or of its individual
components has been examined by multiple techniques: X-ray
crystallography, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), analytical ul-
tracentrifugation, inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS), dynamic light scattering (DLS), atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and electron microscopy (EM). Initially, proteins from
archaea and bacteria were used, since they are more stable in their
puriﬁed form, but recently eukaryotic Mre11 and Nbs1 have also
been studied, strengthening the previous structural ﬁndings. Before
going into further details with the MRN complex, it is useful to
consider a structural overview of each of its components (Fig. 1).
Rad50 is a member of the ABC ATPase superfamily and has
provided insights of broad interest across the superfamily (Hopfner
and Tainer, 2003). It is the largest protein of theMRN complex, with
1312 amino acids in the human enzyme (Fig. 3). Both the N- and C-
terminal ends of the protein form the “head” ABC-ATPase domain,
which contains the Walker A/B motifs and signature motif char-
acteristic of this family of ATPases (Moncalian et al., 2004). It has
both ATPase and adenylate kinase activities in vitro (Bhaskara et al.,
2007; Paull and Gellert, 1999), but its major biological activity
seems to be as an ATPase. Between the two termini of the protein,
anti-parallel coiled-coil domains extend the length of the protein
up to ~500 Å (Hopfner et al., 2000). Opposite to the head and at the
tip of the coiled-coil, a CXXC motif creates a zinc-hook that facili-
tates dimerization of Rad50 (Cahill and Carney, 2007; Hopfner
et al., 2002a). Indeed, two zinc-hooks (a total of four cysteines)
can be attached together by coordinating a Zn2þ atom. But this is
Fig. 2. Model of MRN's functions in DSB repair. (A) MRN ﬁrst detects and interacts
with the DNA end. (B) If the process goes into HRR, MRN moves away from the break
(shownwith an arrow) and recruits CtIP. (C) CtIP induces changes in MRN leading to an
open complex capable of nuclease activities. (D) After an initial endonuclease cut, MRN
resects from 3ʹ to 5ʹ towards the DSB, with its exonuclease activity, while EXO1/BLM or
DNA2/BLM resects from 5ʹ to 3ʹ. (E) In NHEJ or HRR, the DNA tethering functions of
MRN can be used. Color-coding is the same as in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Architecture of the Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1 complex with its partner CtIP. The Rad50
dimer is in orange and yellow (for each monomer) and the coiled-coils are represented
as helices extending towards the zinc-hook. The Mre11 dimer is shown in blue and
dark blue and interacts with Nbs1, shown in green (different shades represent the
different domains). Nbs1 interacts with CtIP through its FHA domain (dark green).
Interaction with ATM is shown by a black arrow. The dotted lines represent disordered
protein linkers.
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head also dimerizes upon ATP binding: the N-terminus of one
Rad50 interacts with the C-terminus of the other (and vice-versa),
to form two complete active sites (Hopfner et al., 2000).
Like Rad50, Mre11 (708 residues in the human enzyme) is a
dimer and it dimerizes through its core domain, located at the N-
terminus of the sequence (Fig. 5). This core phosphodiesterase
domain has single stranded DNA (ssDNA) endonuclease and 30e50
double stranded DNA (dsDNA) exonuclease activities (Hopfner
et al., 2001). In the active site, ﬁve histidines, two aspartic acids
and an asparagine coordinate two Mn2þ ions and are important for
catalysis (Hopfner et al., 2001). Attached to the core domain, a
“capping” domain is thought to help discriminate between ssDNA
and dsDNA substrates and to be involved in orientating the DNA
substrate within the active site (Das et al., 2010; R. S. Williams et al.,
2008). The C-terminal domain of Mre11 is predicted to be disor-
dered or ﬂexible, except a small region forming a-helices that
interact with the base of Rad50's coiled-coils (Lammens et al., 2011;
Williams et al., 2011). The rest of the C-terminal domain is
responsible for proteineprotein and protein-DNA interactions and
is subject to post-translational modiﬁcations, including arginine
methylation (Boisvert et al., 2005; Dery et al., 2008). The functional
complex formed by the Mre11 and Rad50 dimers is conserved
throughout all the three domains of life (named MR or M2R2) (Lim
et al., 2011; M€ockel et al., 2012), revealing this as a critical complex
for cell biology.
While absent in bacteria and archaea, eukaryotes have Nbs1
(Xrs2 in Saccharomyces cerevisae), a phosphoprotein-binding and
adapter subunit that plays an important role in connecting M2R2 to
other DSB repair and signaling molecules. Although the stoichi-
ometry is not fully known, recent structures support a model in
which two Nbs1 interact with M2R2, as opposed to only one
(Schiller et al., 2012). Thus it is a “M2R2N2” hetero-hexameric
complex that is often implied when referring to the MRN com-
plex. Starting from the N-terminus, Nbs1 possesses a fork head-
associated (FHA) domain and two breast cancer-associated 1C ter-
minus (BRCT) domains known to bind phosphoproteins (Fig. 5).These three domains are responsible for interactions with several
phosphorylated proteins (see Section 7), like CtIP (R. S. Williams
et al., 2009). On the other hand, the C-terminal half of Nbs1 is
ﬂexible, with the C-terminus containing adjacent motifs that
interact with Mre11 and ATM.3. A minimal model integrating diverse MRN functions
MRN is one of the ﬁrst proteins to detect the DNA ends created
at a DSB. Yet, how the whole complex precisely interacts with DNA
in vivo is not known. After this initial DNA binding event, MRN
interacts and activates ATM kinase to initiate DSB signaling and
participates in DSB repair processes. In this section we present an
overview of MRN's mechanism in the two major pathways, HRR
and NHEJ.
In HRR, the MRN complex has to move 100-200 base pairs away
from the end of the DNA (Fig. 2AeD) (Shibata et al., 2014). Then, the
protein CtIP (Sae2 in yeast) stimulates the endonuclease activity of
Mre11, which makes a cut in one strand of the DNA (Cannavo and
Cejka, 2014). It is currently debated whether or not CtIP has an
intrinsic endonuclease activity (Makharashvili et al., 2014; H. Wang
et al., 2014a). From that point, Mre11 30e50 exonuclease activity
resects the DNA strand back towards the break (Cannavo and Cejka,
2014; Garcia et al., 2011; Shibata et al., 2014; Zakharyevich et al.,
2010). Simultaneously, the helicase/nuclease resection machinery
(BLM in complex with either Exo1 and/or DNA2) carries out long-
range 50e30 resection from the endonuclease cut in the opposite
direction (Gravel et al., 2008; Mimitou and Symington, 2008; Zhu
et al., 2008). These combined activities create the >1000 bp
ssDNA overhang necessary for HRR. We know that the Rad50
coiled-coils are necessary in this process, but how they act precisely
is an important question that remains to be solved. One model for
the function of the Rad50 coiled-coils in both NHEJ and HRR is to
tether the two DNA ends together. Instead of interacting within the
dimer, the zinc-hooks interact with another MRN-DNA complex to
attach them together (Fig. 2E). In yeast and in human cells, Rad50
and its hook keeps a DNA double-strand break from becoming a
chromosome break (Hohl et al., 2011; Lobachev et al., 2004;
Fig. 3. Long-range allostery is a crucial feature of Rad50. Top: ATP binding induces rotation of the C-lobe relative to the N-lobe of Rad50's head domain. This is communicated to the
zinc-hook domain through the coiled-coils, possibly by helix sliding. Bottom: schematic of Rad50's sequence with arrows depicting segments of ﬂexibility and dynamics.
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processes need to be controlled and ﬁnely tuned. This is what we
explore in greater details in the next sections.
4. Long-range allostery: the Rad50 coiled-coil and zinc hook
The 500 Å-long coiled-coil of Rad50, joining at one end the ABC-
ATPase head and at the other end the zinc-hook, is its most striking
feature. The length of the coiled-coil seems to be important for
Rad50's function, since shortening it has dramatic effects in vivo,
impairing telomere maintenance and meiotic DSB formation (Hohl
et al., 2011). Furthermore, NHEJ is severely affected by shortening
the coiled-coils. On the other hand, homologous recombination
functions are stable with a shorter coiled-coil (~300 amino acids
removed), but not a very short coiled-coil (~500 amino acids
removed) (Hohl et al., 2011). This could be an effect of a loss of
ﬂexibility in the coiled-coils (Hohl et al., 2011).
Indeed, EM and AFM images show that the coiled-coil is ﬂexible
and adopts multiple conformations (de Jager et al., 2001, 2004;
Hopfner et al., 2001; Moreno-Herrero et al., 2005). These images
show that as homodimers, their zinc-hooks and/or their ATPase
heads attach two Rad50s. In some cases, the two coiled-coils are in
proximity throughout their length to form a straight and rigid rod,
as seen by AFM and EM (Anderson et al., 2001; Hopfner et al.,
2002a, 2001). But most of the time, when both ends are attached,
the coiled-coils have substantial ﬂexibility (van Noort et al., 2003),
and appear to create a curved, ovoid loop. Despite the structural
insights, the importance and function of the various conformations
of the Rad50 coiled-coils are still poorly understood.
How the structure of the zinc-hook relates to its function is also
puzzling. Its crystal structure shows that it can join two coiled-coils
in almost opposite directions (Hopfner et al., 2002a). At the apex of
the coiled-coils, a loop of twelve amino acids curves back and forms
the hook. In the middle, the cysteines of a CXXC motif coordinate a
Zn2þ ion. The two pairs of cysteines form a tetragonal geometry
around the Zn2þ ion. This structural model agrees with EM images
showing arch-shaped Rad50 coils from single dimers (Hopfner
et al., 2002a). Furthermore the conﬁguration seen in the crystal
structure also agrees with a model where a Rad50 dimer would
attach to another Rad50 dimer, to bridge two DNA ends (Fig. 2E).
Mutational analysis of this motif and surrounding residues
provided insight into its function. If the cysteines are mutated in
yeast, survival after ionizing radiation is compromised and the
Mre11-Rad50 interaction is impaired (Hopfner et al., 2002a), butthe Rad50 dimerization through the head, the Mre11-Rad50
interaction or the interaction with DNA are not compromised
(Cahill and Carney, 2007). Furthermore, removing the zinc-hook in
yeast also removes the DSB repair functions of MRN and impairs
telomere maintenance, but does not affect Rad50's capability to
associate with chromatin (Wiltzius et al., 2005). On the other hand,
mutating the zinc-hook cysteines in mammalian cells does affect
the recruitment and stability of MRN to chromosomal DSBs. This
mutant fails to activate ATM, is defective in end resection and ATR
activation, and thus is defective in initiating HRR-mediated DSB
repair (He et al., 2012). This is further conﬁrmed by hookmutants in
mouse (Roset et al., 2014). Since Rad50 cysteine mutants are em-
bryonic lethal, as is the Rad50 knock-out, it was necessary to
mutate residues around the cysteines in order to obtain a milder
phenotype. Thus two mutants were created in mouse (Rad5046:
S679R þ P682E and Rad5047: V683R). While homozygotes are not
viable, heterozygotes can survive and are relatively proﬁcient in
DNA repair. Yet, they have problems in DNA damage response
signaling through the ATM pathway, which greatly enhances
tumorigenesis. At the molecular level, those Rad50-hook mutants
still have the ability to dimerize and bind Zn2þ, but are engaging in
heterotypic dimerization.
These pieces of evidence inform us that Rad50 engages in long-
range allostery through the coiled-coils: from the zinc-hook to the
ATPase domain and vice versa (Fig. 3). The coiled-coils are not just
a spacer or a rod to improve the reach of Rad50's interactions, but
there is a mechanical link between both ends of Rad50. The zinc
hook functions are associated with NHEJ, which is consistent with
its function in bridging DNA molecules that are interacting with
the head. In that pathway, the zinc-hook interacts in an inter-
molecular fashion. On the other hand, a long coiled-coil is not
necessary in homologous recombination, but the zinc hook is still
important for intramolecular interactions. We emit the idea that
the hook can undergo a structural transition to orient the coiled-
coils of an MRN dimer in different orientations relative to one
another. This transition would be communicated from the ATPase
domain, through the coiled-coils. Interestingly, a similar mecha-
nism is seen in dyneins, which are protein-motors involved in
intracellular transport and other processes. Brieﬂy, the dynein
ATPase head is connected to a microtubule binding domain (MBD)
by a 130 Å-long anti-parallel coiled-coil. The current “helix sliding”
model suggests that conformational changes driven by ATP hy-
drolysis cause the two helices of the coiled-coil to slide, which
changes the orientation and afﬁnity of the MBD towards tubulin
Fig. 4. Rad50 ATP binding and hydrolysis controls its conformational state and pathway choice (A) Crystal structures showing the Mre11-Rad50 head without nucleotide (top, PDB
3QG5) and bound to nucleotide (bottom, PDB 3AV0). Mre11 (surface representation) and Rad50 (cartoon representation) are colored by subdomains as indicated (the color of the
font matches the color of the domain). In the nucleotide-free state, Rad50 monomers are ﬂexible and conformationally sample the closed state, as indicated by dashed-arrows. (B)
Top: Crystal structures of P. furiosus Rad50 without nucleotide (PDB 3QKS) show a core cavity (green surface) adjacent to the signature motif (magenta) that remodels upon ATP-
binding. The L802W mutation (PDB 4NCH) partially ﬁlls the core cavity, destabilizing the ATP-bound closed state. In contrast, the R805E variant (PDB 4NCI) destabilizes the Rad50
monomer resulting in a stabilization of the ATP-bound closed state. Bottom: The effects of the mutations compared to wildtype Rad50 on Mre11-Rad50 conformational states and
activities are depicted.
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releases the dynein from tubulin and allows movement. For
Rad50, changes in the ATPase domain could also cause the coiled-
coils to slide and transmit information to the zinc hook via long-
range allostery. To support this model, it was seen with AFM
that a transition in the orientation of the coiled-coils is dependent
on DNA binding by the MRN head (Moreno-Herrero et al., 2005).
Furthermore, upon nucleotide binding there are important
conformational changes at the base of the coiled-coils near the
ATPase head, as seen in different structures of Rad50 (Lammens
et al., 2011; Lim et al., 2011; M€ockel et al., 2012; G. J. Williams
et al., 2011). Supporting this idea, the afﬁnity of Rad50 to ATP
and its hydrolysis are different when coiled-coils are truncated
(Deshpande et al., 2014). In the next section, we explore how these
changes in the ATPase head of Rad50 occur.5. Functional dynamics of the Mre11-Rad50 ATPase head
complex
Dynamic, ATP-dependent conformational changes in the Rad50
ATPase domain controls Mre11 nuclease activity and ATM signaling.
In the absence of ATP, Mre11-Rad50 is in an open state, allowing
access to the Mre11 active site (Fig. 4A). A crystal structure of a
bacterial Mre11-Rad50 homolog (SbcD-SbcC) revealed a striking,
extended conformation exists in the crystal, and the relatively close
ﬁt of the theoretical SAXS scattering curve to experimental data
suggests that the bacterial complex is indeed in this rigid confor-
mation in solution (Lammens et al., 2011). In contrast, SAXS data
with archaeal Mre11-Rad50 revealed that the ATP-free complex is
ﬂexible in solution, conformationally sampling open and closed
conformations (Rambo and Tainer, 2011; Williams et al., 2011).
Fig. 5. Flexibility and dynamics are part of Mre11 and Nbs1's structures. Top: Structure of MRN highlighting ﬂexible segments (arrows). Color-coding is the same as Fig. 1, except
Rad50 is gray and the capping domain of Mre11 is cyan. Bottom: schematic of Mre11 and Nbs1's sequences with arrows depicting segments of ﬂexibility and dynamics. Dashed lines
and arrows represent intrinsically disordered segments.
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versus archaeal Mre11-Rad50 complexes. Flexibility within Mre11-
Rad50 likely stems from a linker that connects the Mre11 phos-
phodiesterase and capping domains to a C-terminal Rad50 binding
domain, which binds to the base of the Rad50 coiled coils allowing
Rad50 subunits to move with respect to the Mre11 dimer (Williams
et al., 2011).
Upon nucleotide binding, Rad50 head domains dimerize and
block the Mre11 active site, as revealed by crystal structures of
bacterial Mre11-Rad50 (M€ockel et al., 2012) and archaeal Mre11-
Rad50 (Lim et al., 2011) (Fig. 4A). SAXS results reveal that this
ATP-bound Mre11-Rad50 complex is in a compact, rigid confor-
mation (Rambo and Tainer, 2011; Williams et al., 2011), with theo-
retical scattering curves ﬁtting experimental data remarkably well
(Deshpande et al., 2014). In addition to relatively small conforma-
tional changes in Mre11 (Lim et al., 2011; Schiller et al., 2012), ATP-
binding by Rad50 is coupled to a large conformational change
within each Rad50monomer, with the N-lobe rotating ~35 relative
to the C-lobe. This conformational change allows the Walker A box
of one subunit and the signaturemotif plus theWalker Bmotif of the
other subunit to come together to form the active sites that sand-
wich two ATP molecules at the dimer interface (Hopfner et al.,
2000). Furthermore, concerted changes in two coupling helices
are involved in repositioning the base of the Rad50 coiled-coils and
attached Mre11 Rad50 binding domain (RBD), which may be
involved in regulating Mre11 activities (Williams et al., 2011).The switch between closed and open forms of Mre11-Rad50 is
controlled by Rad50 ATP hydrolysis and product release, which in
turn controls the nuclease activity of Mre11 (Majka et al., 2012).
Cross-linking experiments veriﬁed that in the ATP-bound closed
state, Mre11 nuclease activity is switched off. Furthermore, opening
of the Rad50 dimer following ATP hydrolysis is required for both
Mre11 endonuclease and exonuclease activities (Deshpande et al.,
2014). Interestingly, Rad50 has a slow ATP hydrolysis rate (Majka
et al., 2012). Moreover, elegant biochemical analysis of a T4
Rad50 homolog revealed that the chemistry of ATP hydrolysis is
likely the rate-limiting step (Herdendorf et al., 2011; Herdendorf
and Nelson, 2014), meaning that within the cell this ATP-bound
form is likely to exist for a substantial amount of time before ATP
hydrolysis and subsequent release of ADP and phosphate returns
the complex to the open state for another round of the ATPase cycle.
Further insights into the biological importance of open and closed
states of Mre11-Rad50 and the rate of Rad50 ATPase activity
emerged from investigations into point mutations designed to
disrupt ATP-dependent Rad50 conformations (Deshpande et al.,
2014), as discussed in more detail below.
The molecular environment surrounding the extended signa-
ture motif, which includes the a-helix following the classical ABC-
ATPase signature motif, facilitates the plastic deformations neces-
sary for ATP-dependent conformational changes (Fig. 4B). The
extended signaturemotif is at the intersection of the N- and C-lobes
of Rad50 that undergo the 35 rotation, and contains arginine
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coordinate subdomain rotation (Williams et al., 2011). Further-
more, adjacent to the extended signature helix is an internal pro-
tein cavity that is remodeled between ATP-free and ATP-bound
states, facilitating the conformational change (Deshpande et al.,
2014). To further dissect the role of different Rad50 ATP-states,
mutations that either disrupted a key salt-bridge network
involved in coordinating conformational changes (Arg805Glu in
Pyrococcus furiosus Rad50, and equivalent conserved residues in
eukaryotic Rad50) or partially ﬁlled the protein cavity (Leu802Trp
in P. furiosus Rad50, and equivalent conserved residues in eukary-
otic Rad50) were studied (Deshpande et al., 2014). Biochemical and
biophysical results, including novel time-course SAXS experiments,
revealed that these mutations result in distinct separation-of-
functions that alter the rate at which Rad50 ATPase activity
switches the Mre11-Rad50 complex from ATP-bound and closed to
ATP-free and open conformations. The Arg805Glu mutation
enhanced the closed ATP-bound conformation; resulting in
reduced ATPase and nuclease activities, yet increased the binding
and tethering of DNA ends. In vivo assays showed that this variant
was more proﬁcient at NHEJ than wildtype Rad50. In contrast,
while the Leu802Trp mutation reduced ATP-binding, when ATP
bound it was hydrolyzed more quickly than wildtype; resulting in
more time spent in the open conformation and enhanced Mre11
nuclease and end-resection activities. Survival assays following
clastogen exposure, as well as DSB signaling assays, revealed that
both mutations were deﬁcient in DSBR and ATM activation,
showing the time Rad50 spends in the ATP-bound state is critical
for MRN functions. Interestingly, this ATP-bound state has been
implicated in unwinding DNA ends (Cannon et al., 2013), and is
required for MRN-mediated ATM activation in vitro (Lee et al.,
2013). Recently, a crystal structure of bacterial Rad50 in complex
with DNA and ATP has been solved (Rojowska et al., 2014). This
revealed a biologically important Rad50-DNA binding interface that
is necessary for telomere maintenance (through ATM activation),
but has little impact on repair activities (Rojowska et al., 2014).
However, molecular mechanisms for how ATP-boundMre11-Rad50
unwinds DNA ends, activates ATM, and hands off DNA from Rad50
to Mre11 for nucleolytic processing remain enigmatic.
The results using Rad50 mutations imply that modulating
Rad50's ATPase activity can affect biological outcomes by favoring
HRR versus NHEJ or by impacting DSB signaling. Furthermore, the
long-range allostery observed for MRN suggests that alterations to
the Zn-hook and/or the coiled-coils of Rad50 or of Mre11/Nbs1
subunits can impact the ABC-ATPase domain. This collective data
raises the intriguing possibility that in eukaryotes post-
translational modiﬁcation within the MRN complex or protein
partner interactions may alter Rad50 ATPase activities to control
repair pathway choice and/or signaling depending on the biological
context. With the progress in SAXS experiments and analysis that
can provide accurate structures (Putnam et al., 2007; Schneidman-
Duhovny et al., 2013), comprehensive conformations (Hura et al.,
2013a; Rambo and Tainer, 2010), high throughput determination
of the precise mass of assemblies in solution (Hura et al., 2009;
Rambo and Tainer, 2013a), and the ability to track DNA conforma-
tions with gold nanocrystals (Hura et al., 2013b), we can expect
further results on the functional ﬂexibility and conformations of
Rad50 and MRN.
6. Mre11 conformations act in Rad50's ATP-dependent
dimerization and DNA sculpting
We now have a good sampling of Mre11 catalytic domain
structures from several different organisms in the Archaea
(Hopfner et al., 2001; Lim et al., 2011), Bacteria (Das et al., 2010; Liuet al., 2014) and Eukarya kingdoms (Park et al., 2011; Schiller et al.,
2012). They all have a common fold, with the phosphodiesterase
core and capping domains, and their active site arrangement is also
conserved. However, the dimer organization is different in all
structures, which highlights the ﬂexible nature of Mre11. The
dimerization of Mre11 is crucial for stable DNA binding (Williams
et al., 2008) and differential orientations of both dimers could be
a way to control and limit the nuclease activity. Moreover, recent
Mre11-DNA complex structures served as a basis to hypothesize
that dimer rotation could help DNA melting by twisting the duplex
(Sung et al., 2014).
The role of Mre11 in melting dsDNA is also hypothesized in a
model of its enzymatic mechanism (Williams et al., 2008). In a
three-step exonuclease substrate recognition mechanism, Mre11
sculpts the DNA using several ﬂexible DNA binding motifs of the
protein. More precisely, the ﬁrst step is the interaction of the Mre11
dimer with the phosphates and minor groove of duplex DNA (Sung
et al., 2014; Williams et al., 2008). Then, the inter-subunit orien-
tation changes, the capping domain rotates and a helical wedge
inserts into the DNA minor groove, which causes the DNA end to
melt. The scissile strand is then directed towards the capping
domain, a necessary step to control and identify the substrate.
Finally, a conserved histidine facilitates phosphate rotation that
directs the scissile strand into the Mre11 active site for 30 to 50
exonucleotytic cleavage, which proceeds in a processive manner.
Mutating this histidine has an effect on the exonuclease activity of
Mre11, but not its endonuclease activity, showing that both activ-
ities have different mechanisms. For the endonuclease mechanism,
it is hypothesized that there is an ssDNA-binding pocket on the
other side of the active side. Furthermore, since ssDNA is more
ﬂexible than dsDNA, the histidine critical for exonuclease activity is
dispensable as there is no need for substrate rotation. These hy-
pothesized mechanisms have proven to be useful models, yet a
Mre11-DNA structure with DNA trapped in the active site would
provide further molecular insights into Mre11 activities. Currently,
the ability of Mre11 to sculpt DNA for speciﬁc excision is consistent
with a theme for structure-speciﬁc DNA and RNA nucleases, such as
the replication and repair 50 ﬂap nuclease FEN1 (Tsutakawa et al.,
2011), the structurally non-homologous apurinic/apyrimidinic en-
donucleases APE1 and endonuclease IV (Tsutakawa et al., 2013), as
well as multiple other structure-speciﬁc nucleases (Tsutakawa
et al., 2014).
The differences in the hypothesized endonuclease versus
exonuclease mechanisms were exploited for the development of
inhibitors speciﬁc to each activity of Mre11 (Shibata et al., 2014).
Several inhibitors were discovered using the structure of Thermo-
toga maritimaMre11 with the Mre11 inhibitor Mirin as a guide, and
exploiting a focused chemical library. PFM01 and PFM03 inhibit the
endonuclease activity of Mre11 by blocking the hypothesized
ssDNA-binding groove, while PFM39 binds near the histidine
involved in phosphate rotation to inhibit the exonuclease activity.
Both types of inhibitors reduce DSB end resection in vivo, but create
distinct phenotypes. Inhibition of the endonuclease activity directs
DSBR towards NHEJ instead of HRR, whereas exonuclease inhibition
causes a repair defect. This repair defect could be partially rescued
by knock-out of EXO1/BLM in conjunction with exonuclease inhi-
bition, which phenocopies endonuclease inhibition by pushing
repair towards NHEJ. Collectively, these results showed that Mre11
endonuclease acts upstream of exonuclease and supports a two-
step model of Mre11 activity in end resection for HRR. First,
Mre11 uses its endonuclease activity to nick duplex DNA dozens of
base pairs away from the break. Second, Mre11 exonuclease digests
the DNA back towards the DNA break, with BLM helicase working
together with either EXOI nuclease or DNA2 nuclease/helicase to
digest DNA 50e30 (Nimonkar et al., 2011; Niu et al., 2010), in order to
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pathway choice towards HRR (Fig. 2). These inhibitors are impor-
tant tools to study pathway selection, since there is no known
mutation of Mre11 impacting only the endonuclease activity.
Besides its importance in break repair, Mre11 acts along with
BRCA1, BRCA2/FANCD1 and the ATPase SMARCAL1 to protect or
degrade replication forks (Mason et al., 2014; Schlacher et al., 2011,
2012), consistent with its crystal structures with two DNA ends or a
Y-DNA mimic for a replication fork (Williams et al., 2008). Mre11
furthermore provides a backup removal of covalently attached
proteins at the replication fork (Lee et al., 2012), which is also a
function of TDP2 (Shi et al., 2012). While the mechanistic basis for
Mre11 function at the replication fork is poorly understood, char-
acterizing distinct roles of Mre11 versus other nucleases in this
context will be important keys to understanding replication ﬁdelity.
We further hypothesize that ﬂexibility of Mre11 has a role in
regulation. Indeed, the ﬂexibility of the Mre11 dimer appears to be
higher in eukaryotes, as highlighted by stabilization of Schizo-
saccharomyces pombe Mre11 dimers by Nbs1 interaction (Schiller
et al., 2012). Indeed, in structures of Mre11 with Nbs1, two Nbs1
molecules interact with theMre11 dimer (Schiller et al., 2012). Only
14 residues of Nbs1 are involved in this interaction (Fig. 5). Inter-
estingly, a 7-residue segment from one Nbs1 molecule is making
contacts with both Mre11 subunits simultaneously, stabilizing the
Mre11 dimer. The interaction site is on the opposite surface of
Mre11 to its active site and has ﬂexible loops unique to eukaryotes.
The binding of Nbs1 on this site induces an ordering of the loops
and a 30 rotation of the Mre11 dimer, which could have an impact
on bound Rad50 or interactions with other proteins such as ATM or
CtIP. Such ﬂexibility may provide a target for the development of
inhibitors by ﬁnding ligands that bind and stabilize an inactive
conformation of Mre11 dimer. In the next section we explore how
ﬂexibility of MRN proteineprotein interactions regulates pathway
choices.
7. Nbs1 and CtIP regulate pathway choice
Nbs1 can be viewed as a sensor as well as an effector. Through its
interaction across the Mre11 dimer interface, it senses the confor-
mation of Mre11, which in turn is impacted by Rad50 ATP-state. The
biological importance of this is still unclear, but we know that
mutations in Nbs1 can increase the nuclease activity of Mre11
during replication and thus increases the number of DSBs (Crown
et al., 2013). Another biological role of the Nbs1-Mre11 interac-
tion could be linked with ATM signaling (Lee and Paull, 2005,
2004). Indeed, the Mre11-interacting segment of Nbs1 is adjacent
to the ATM-interaction motif, located at the C-terminus of the
protein (You et al., 2005). To support that model, Nbs1 and its
connection of MRN to ATM are able to regulate the Mre11 nuclease
based upon an examination of Mre11 activity in Ataxia-
telangiectasia cells (Rahal et al., 2010). Furthermore, mutations of
Mre11 can dissect DSBR and ATM activation functions revealing key
roles for Nbs1 partner Mre11 in both processes (Limbo et al., 2012).
Modulation of Mre11-Rad50 conformation could be sensed by
Nbs1, which in turn recruits ATM for its activation.
A second sensor interface of Nbs1 is its ordered N-terminal
domain,which interactswith different proteins, and thus senses the
damage status of the cell (Williams et al., 2009). More speciﬁcally it
interacts with disordered segments of proteins, and senses their
phosphorylated form. Its two phosphoprotein-binding sites (one on
the FHA domain and one on the BRCT-repeat domain) confers
several binding modes (R. S. Williams et al., 2009). CtIP (Lloyd et al.,
2009; Williams et al., 2009) MDC1 (Hari et al., 2010; Lloyd et al.,
2009; Spycher et al., 2008), ATR (Olson et al., 2007), and WRN
(Cheng et al., 2004; Kobayashi et al., 2010) have been shown tointeract directly with Nbs1. Notably, the structure of Nbs1 with a
CTP1-based phosphopeptide (ortholog of CtIP in S. pombe) has been
solved and informs how Nbs1 acts as a sensor (R. S. Williams et al.,
2009). CTP1 binding induces a long-range conformational change in
the N-terminal domain of Nbs1, which alters the interface between
BRCT1 and BRCT2. This suggests a cross-talk between the two
phosphoprotein-binding sites, which could modulate the interac-
tionwith the other proteinpartners. Thismechanism could be away
for Nbs1 to coordinate the repair pathway choice.
Beyond its roles as a sensor, Nbs1 also recruits proteins to the
DNA damage site, for them to achieve their function. This includes
CtIP, which has been at the center of a lot of attention and debate
recently, with its precise role and function being unclear. Unfor-
tunately, no structures are currently available that could help us
understand its mechanism. Some groups have suggested that CtIP
has an intrinsic endonuclease activity (Makharashvili et al., 2014; H.
Wang et al., 2014a), which agrees with the bidirectional resection
model presented in Section 3. Also agreeing with that model it was
shown that Sae2 (CtIP ortholog in Saccharomyces cerevisiae) stim-
ulates the endonuclease activity of MRN, but has no intrinsic
endonuclease activity (Cannavo and Cejka, 2014). A possible model
is that CtIP is physically modulating the structure of MRN in order
to stimulate Mre11's endonuclease activity.
8. Clinical and therapeutic opportunities
Recently, cancer centers and the US National Cancer Institute
(NCI) have initiated research programs around “failed” clinical trials
of anti-cancer drugs (Mullard, 2014). These trials were rejected,
since the drug was not reducing the cancer's progression in most
patients. But some patients responded very well to the drug and
were cured, thus they are named “exceptional responders”. By
studying them, researchers hypothesize that they can tailor drug
regimes speciﬁcally for individual patients, the idea behind
personalized medicine. If we know why those people are excep-
tional responders using genomics, whole-genome sequencing or
biomarkers, we will be able to apply the same remedy to patients
bearing the same genotype.
A great example out of this approach is the discovery of an
exceptional responder in the clinical trial of a CHK1 kinase inhibitor
combined with the DNA-damaging agent irinotecan (Al-Ahmadie
et al., 2014). CHK1 is a substrate of ATR in the DNA damage
response. Brieﬂy, whole-genome sequencing of the tumor before
chemotherapy identiﬁed the RAD50 mutant Leu1237Phe as the
mutation responsible for the exceptional response. Leu-1237 is part
of the D-loop of RAD50, which is close to theWalker B box, involved
in ATP hydrolysis. It is also located at the dimer interface and the
side chain of the conserved residue in archaeal Rad50 switches
between a buried and solvent-exposed position in the dimer and
monomer crystal structures, respectively. The Leu1237Phe mutant
could thus be deﬁcient in dimerization or in its rate of ATP hy-
drolysis, processes intrinsically linked. Further biochemical char-
acterization is necessary to conclude the precise impact of this
mutation, but Rad50-Leu1237Phe is deﬁcient in ATM signaling (Al-
Ahmadie et al., 2014).
In considering the biophysical data, we herein suggest another
approach that uses the knowledge derived from exceptional re-
sponders. The precise molecular understanding of the deﬁcient
mutated protein could be used to design drugs that mimic the
mutation. Such drugs, when used in combination with other ther-
apies, would work for a wide range of patients. For example, if we
could design a drug against Rad50 that mimics the effect of the
Leu1237Phe mutation, combined with irinotecan and the CHK1
inhibitor, this drug would be successful for most patients having
the same cancer, not to only a subset of them.
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understand MRN's structural ﬂexibility
Crystal structures of the individual MRN domains and multiple
complexes have provided detailed knowledge for mechanistic un-
derstanding. Crystallography provides precise structures but less
information about ﬂexibility, although temperature factors can
identify functional ﬂexible regions when corrected for crystal
contacts (Tainer et al., 1984). Unveiling the roles of ﬂexibility in DNA
damage responses is an ongoing process. Flexibility for interaction
and functional access to DNA ends makes sense geometrically, and
is seen in systems such as the Ligase-PCNA interaction (Pascal et al.,
2006). Yet, intra-molecular interactions of ﬂexible regions can
contribute to the stability of the folded region and can act in
intermolecular interaction, making interpretations of functions
challenging by single methods (Hegde et al., 2013). Thus,
combining biophysical techniques together with molecular
biology will be crucial to understand ﬂexibility of macromolecular
machines.
SAXS is an ideal biophysical technique to be combined with
other structural biology techniques. Its development helped study
Mre11, Rad50 (along with other members of the ABC ATPases
family) and Nbs1. For example, gold nanocrystal SAXS was created
to provide a means to examine DNA conformations at high sensi-
tivity along a complex reaction pathway in the context of multiple
protein components (Hura et al., 2013b). Similarly, the ABC-ATPase
MutSb was used to develop a SAXS-based method to objectively
and comprehensively compare conformational states in solution
(Hura et al., 2013a). Also, we know that water molecules are part of
the active site and other concave surface features and that residue
composition impact bound waters (Kuhn et al., 1992, 1995). An
exciting recent observation is that our reﬁned macromolecular
crystal structure models are in general not limited by data noise or
error but by our ability to properly model the water structure and
model ﬂexibility (Holton et al., 2014). We can expect that further
advances in biophysical methods that deﬁne ﬂexibility and bound
water structures may allow more accurate and complete models of
dynamic complexes, including MRN.
Besides the dynamics of deﬁned domains and complexes, it will
be important to look at the impacts of post-translational modiﬁ-
cations on MRN. Dynamic proteineprotein interactions and com-
plex assemblies mediating DNA damage response are often
initiated or regulated by protein post-translational modiﬁcation,
such as phosphorylation, methylation, ubiquitination, and sumoy-
lation. SAXS has proven useful to deﬁne the activity and the
structural impacts of these modiﬁcations (Datta et al., 2009; Duda
et al., 2008; Konarev et al., 2014). Indeed, SAXS and molecular
biology showed that the ubiquitin ligase RNF4 selectively recog-
nizes and ubiquitinates of SUMO-modiﬁed histones, therefore it
integrates signaling by SUMO and ubiquitin (Groocock et al., 2014).
We know from SAXS analyses of NHEJ that phosphorylation of
DNA-PKcs causes a functionally important conformational change
to promote opening and release from DNA (Hammel et al., 2010).
We can expect to see analogous conformational regulation for MRN
conformations and ﬂexibility (Deshpande et al., 2014). Indeed, in-
dependent modes of MRN phosphorylation have been reported,
with CDK1 orthologs phosphorylating MRN during mitosis and,
independently, ATM orthologs phosphorylating MRN after DNA
damage (Martin et al., 2014; Simoneau et al., 2014). This suggests
that MRN integrates signals from an intricate network of phos-
phoregulatory mechanisms to modulate DSB responses. Further-
more, Rad17 phosphorylation by ATM at a novel Thr622 site results
in its interaction with NBS1, facilitating recruitment of the MRN
complex and ATM to the DSB, thereby enhancing ATM signaling (Q.
Wang et al., 2014b).Crystal structures have also revealed important results per-
taining to ﬂexibility and activity by deﬁning the metal binding
sites in Mre11 and Rad50 domains. Frequently, metal ions are an
over-looked issue in characterizing macromolecular complexes.
Mre11 and Rad50 bind multiple metal ions; so far zinc, magne-
sium, and manganese have been deﬁned crystallographically.
Identifying and characterizing the roles of metal ions is often
challenging, in part because they may not be correctly incorpo-
rated into the protein in recombinant expression hosts, and may
thus require puriﬁcation from native biomass (Cvetkovic et al.,
2010; Yannone et al., 2012). Even partial loss of metal ions im-
pacts proper function and increases ﬂexibility and misassembly,
as seen for the stress response enzyme superoxide dismutase
(Pratt et al., 2014) and the DNA repair and transcription helicase
XPD (Fan et al., 2008). Biophysical techniques allowing the accu-
rate identiﬁcation and measurement of metal ions will be
important in future research.
One thing that can guide ﬂexible enzyme-substrate recognition
and allows ﬂexibility of the enzyme's binding site is the negatively
charged DNA and an appropriate positive patch on the repair
enzyme surface (Huffman et al., 2005; Mol et al., 2000; Slupphaug
et al., 1996). Such positive patches are seen on both Mre11 and
Rad50 (Hopfner et al., 2001) and are consistent with subsequent
DNA-complex crystal structures (Rojowska et al., 2014; Williams
et al., 2008). Indeed electrostatics are part of DNA mimicry that
can regulate DNA repair processes (Mol et al., 1995; Putnam et al.,
1999; Putnam and Tainer, 2005). In general, electrostatic potential
gradients can increase the rate of interactions (Getzoff et al., 1983)
as well as properly orient two macromolecules for productive col-
lisions (Roberts et al., 1991). In the future it will be interesting to
understand how the distinct Mre11 and Rad50 DNA binding sites
cooperate to bind and then process DNA substrates.10. Perspective and conclusion
In eukaryotic cells, the initiation of end resection has emerged
as a critical regulatory step to differentiate between homology-
dependent and end-joining repair of DSBs and to impact replica-
tion fork protection versus replication fork excision. MRN is the key
complex in these two essential components of cell biology. There-
fore, a bottom up mechanistic understanding is worthwhile for its
biological and medical impacts.
Since the ﬁrst human DNA repair enzymes revealed DNA
bending and nucleotide ﬂipping in damage recognition
(Slupphaug et al., 1996), structural biology has revealed confor-
mational changes and ﬂexibility as a theme in recognition speci-
ﬁcity. With MRN we have come to appreciate how the dynamics
and kinetics of the system can modulate distinct outcomes. Mre11
and Rad50 both sculpt the DNA to achieve speciﬁcity as seen for
base repair enzymes (Slupphaug et al., 1996), nucleotide excision
repair enzymes (Fuss and Tainer, 2011) and proteins that provide
connections between DNA repair pathways (Dalhus et al., 2013).
Going forward we expect that hybrid methods, such as SAXS
combined with crystallography or NMR, will play key roles in
examining functionally important structural ﬂexibility in solution
under near physiological conditions (Putnam et al., 2007; Rambo
and Tainer, 2013b).
To conclude, MRN is a highly dynamic protein complex, with
different parts being ﬂexible in both their structure and mecha-
nism. Understanding the dynamics of the MRN complex is helping
drive novel and combined biophysical methods and is furthermore
essential for the detailed knowledge necessary to both understand
and predict biological responses to DSBs, and for the development
of novel medical approaches to cancer.
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